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ABSTRACT
Relational databases are valuable resources for learning novel

and interesting relations and concepts. In order to constraint

the search through the large space of candidate definitions,

users must tune the algorithm by specifying a language bias.

Unfortunately, specifying the language bias is done via trial

and error and is guided by the expert’s intuitions. We pro-

pose AutoBias, a system that leverages information in the

schema and content of the database to automatically induce

the language bias used by popular relational learning sys-

tems. We show that AutoBias delivers the same accuracy as

using manually-written language bias by imposing only a

slight overhead on the running time of the learning algo-

rithm.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Learning novel concepts or relations over relational databases

has attracted a great deal of attention [6, 18, 20, 40]. Consider

the UW-CSE database (alchemy.cs.washington.edu/
data/uw-cse), which contains information about a computer

science department and its schema fragments are shown
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in Table 1. One may want to predict the new relation ad-
visedBy(stud,prof), which indicates that the student stud is
advised by professor prof. Given the UW-CSE database and

positive and negative training examples of the advisedBy
relation, relational learning algorithms attempt to find a def-

inition of this relation in terms of the existing relations in

the database [6, 7, 17, 22, 33, 35]. Learned definitions are

usually first-order logic formulas and often restricted to Dat-

alog programs. For example, a relational learning algorithm

may learn the following Datalog program for the advisedBy
relation:

advisedBy(x ,y) ← publication(z,x), publication(z,y)

which indicates that a student is advised by a professor if

they have been co-authors of a publication.

Relational learning algorithms can exploit the relational

structure of the data, making them useful for domains where

structure of data is important [7, 17, 22, 35]. First, other learn-

ing methods, such as logistic regression, rely on the assump-

tion that the underlying data has IID property, i.e., the data

points are independent and taken from the same identical

distribution [26]. It is well established that IID assumption is

usually violated over relational data, therefore, using usual

these methods may result in biased models with low test-

ing accuracy over relational data [6, 7, 12, 35]. Using these

methods may not differentiate between outliers and impor-

tant relationships between different entities in the domain

[8]. Second, their learned definitions are interpretable and

easy to understand. Third, as they directly leverage the struc-

ture of the data, users do not need to perform lengthy and

cumbersome process of feature engineering. Since methods,

such as logistic regression, are designed for the cases where

the data is stored in a single table, their effectiveness rely

heavily on the skills of the feature engineers on converting

and integrating relevant pieces of information from multiple

relations in the schema in a single table [6, 12]. If the engi-

neers miss the important information or to aggregate them

in a wrong way, the learning method will deliver inaccurate

results. Relational learning methods are also used to learn
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Table 1: Schema for the UW-CSE dataset.
student(stud) professor(prof)

inPhase(stud, phase) hasPosition(prof, position)

yearsInProgram(stud, years) taughtBy(course, prof, term)

courseLevel(course, level) ta(course, stud, term)

publication(title, person)

features over relational data for downstream non-relational

learning methods [22]. Thus, they have been widely used

to learn over relational data with applications to designing

usable query interfaces [3, 16, 23], information extraction

[7, 17], and entity resolution [9].

The space of possible hypotheses that a relational learning

algorithm can explore consists of all Datalog programs de-

fined over the schema of the input database. This space can

be very large if the schema of the input database contains

many relations ormany attributes. Therefore, usersmust con-

straint the hypothesis space of relational learning algorithms

using a language bias. One form of language bias is syntactic
bias, which restricts the structure and syntax of the learned

Datalog programs. Relational learning systems usually al-

low users to specify the syntactic bias through statements

called predicate definitions andmode definitions [6]. Predicate
and mode definitions express several types of restrictions on

the structure of the learned Datalog programs. Consider the

UW-CSE database (alchemy.cs.washington.edu/data/uw-cse),
which contains information about a computer science depart-

ment and whose schema is shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows a

fragment of predicate and mode definitions used for the UW-

CSE database. Intuitively, predicate definitions restrict the

relations that can join in the learned Datalog program and

under which attributes. For instance, it makes sense to join

relations student and inPhase under attributes student[stud]
and inPhase[stud], but it does not makes sense to join these

relations under attributes student[stud] and inPhase[phase].
Therefore attributes student[stud] and inPhase[stud] are as-
signed the same type T1 and attribute inPhase[phase] is as-
signed a different type T3. Mode definitions restrict the join

paths that can be explored by the Datalog programs and

whether attributes can appear as variables or constants. Re-

lational learning algorithms use mode definitions to restrict

the Datalog programs that are explored. A detailed explana-

tion of predicate and mode definitions is given in Section 2.2.

To the best of our knowledge, all (statistical) relational learn-

ing systems require some form of syntactic bias to restrict

the hypothesis space.

For a relational learning algorithm to be effective and effi-

cient, predicate and mode definitions must encode a great

deal of information about the structure of the learned Dat-

alog programs [6]. A user should both know the internals

Table 2: A subset of predicate andmode definitions for
the UW-CSE dataset.

Predicate definitions Mode definitions

student(T1) student(+)

inPhase(T1,T2) inPhase(+,-)

professor(T3) inPhase(+,#)

hasPosition(T3,T4) professor(+)

publication(T5,T1) hasPosition(+,-)

publication(T5,T3) publication(-,+)

of the learning algorithm and the schema of the input data-

base and have a relatively clear intuition on the structure

of effective Datalog programs for the target relation to set

a sufficient degree of restriction. However, there may not

be any user that both knows the database concepts, such as

schema, and has a clear intuition about the target relation.

Furthermore, the number of predicate and mode definitions

of is generally large and hard to debug and maintain. Users

normally improve the initial set of definitions via trial and er-

ror, which is a tedious and time-consuming process. Hence, it

takes a lot of time and effort to write and maintain these def-

initions, particularly for a relatively complex schema. In our

conversations with (statistical) relational learning experts,

they have called predicate and mode definitions the “black

magic” needed to make relational learning work and believe

them to be a major reason for the difficulty of working with

these systems and their relative unpopularity among users.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach that leverages

the information in the schema and content of the database to

generate predicate and mode definitions automatically. Our

method uses the exact and approximate database constraints

and dependencies to find promising patterns in the data.

These constraints are usually available in the schema of the

database. They can also be discovered from the database

instance if they are not stored in the database schema [1, 32].

We show that the predicate and mode definitions produced

by our method deliver the same accuracy as the manually

written and tuned ones by experts.

The automatically induced predicate and mode definitions

may not limit the space of the search for the learning al-

gorithm as tightly as the ones written manually by the ex-

perts and may result in an under-restricted hypothesis space.

Therefore, using our automatically generated predicate and

mode definitions, it may be extremely time-consuming to

learn over large databases. To address this issue, we investi-

gate sampling techniques over the hypothesis space of the

relational learning algorithms to learn accurate definitions

efficiently. Currently, relational learning systems sample hy-

potheses, i.e., Datalog clauses, from the underlying database

without considering their relationships and properties to deal



with huge hypothesis space. We show that this approach re-

sults in sampled clauses that are neither a random sample of

the relational database nor represent the diversity of the pat-

terns within the data. We propose novel sampling methods

to address these issues. We show that our methods deliver

considerably more effective results in significantly faster

time than the current sampling method used by relational

learning algorithms over large databases. More specifically,

our contributions in this paper are as follows.

• We introduce the problem of language bias for rela-

tional learning automatically.

• We propose a new system called AutoBias, which lever-
ages the information in the schema and content of the

underlying databases to induce the language bias au-

tomatically (Section 4). AutoBias leverages the exact

and approximate inclusion dependencies, i.e., referen-

tial integrities, [2], in a database to induce predicate

definitions for learning concepts over the database

(Section 4). AutoBias also uses the information in the

content of the database to generate mode definitions

(Section 4.1).

• To scale AutoBias for large databases, we propose a

samplingmethod that leverages random sampling tech-

niques to construct clauses that connect multiple re-

lations and produce representative patterns from the

underlying database efficiently (Section 5.1.2). Since

the randomly sampled clauses may be biased toward

more connected relations in the database, it may re-

duce the effectiveness of relational learning for large

and diverse datasets. We propose a stratified sampling

method to ensure that the sampled clause is not biased

to some specific tables or patterns and a fair repre-

sentative of the relevant information in the database

(Section 5.1.3). We also investigate using these tech-

niques in evaluating the quality of a hypothesis, i.e.,

whether a hypothesis covers sufficiently many positive

and few negative examples, during learning efficiently.

• We empirically evaluate our language bias induction

and sampling techniques over real-world and large

databases. Our empirical study indicates that our pro-

posed language bias generation method delivers al-

most as accurate results as the ones developed by ex-

perts over multiple datasets. They also show that ran-

dom sampling approach improves the efficiency of

our system significantly and delivers more effective or

as effective results than the state-of-the-art sampling

techniques over large databases. It also indicate that

stratified sampling delivers a more effective result that

that of random sampling if the dataset is large and the

target relation is complex and is captured by a diverse

set of clauses.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Basic Definitions
An atom is a formula in the form of R(e1, . . . , en), where R is

a relation symbol. A literal is an atom, or the negation of an

atom. Each attribute in a literal is set to either a variable or

a constant, i.e., value. Variable and constants are also called

terms. A Horn clause (clause for short) is a finite set of literals
that contains exactly one positive literal called head-literal.
Horn clauses are also called conjunctive queries. A Horn
definition is a set of Horn clauses with the same head-literal.

A relational learning algorithm learns a Horn definition

from input relational databases and training data. The learned

definition is called the hypothesis, which is usually restricted

to non-recursive Datalog definitions without negation, i.e.,

unions of conjunctive queries, for efficiency reasons. The

hypothesis space is the set of all candidate Horn definitions

that the algorithm can explore. Each member of the hypoth-

esis space is a hypothesis. Given a database instance I , clause
C covers example e if I ∧C |= e , where |= is the entailment

operator, i.e., if I and C are true, then e is true. Definition

H covers an example e if at least one its clauses covers e .
Relational learning algorithms search over the hypothesis

space to find a definition that covers as many positive exam-

ples as possible, while covering the fewest possible negative

examples.

2.2 Language Bias
In relational learning algorithms, language bias restricts the

structure and syntax of the generated clauses. Language bias

is specified through predicate and mode definitions [6].

2.2.1 Predicate Definitions. Predicate definitions assign
one or more types to each attribute in a database relation.

In a candidate clause, two relations can be joined over two

attributes (i.e., attributes are assigned the same variable)

only if the attributes have the same type. For instance, in

Table 2, the predicate definition student(T1) indicates that

the attribute in relation student is of type T1, and the predi-

cate definition inPhase(T1,T2) indicates that the first and
second attributes of relation inPhase are of type T1 and T2,
respectively. Therefore, relations student and inPhase can
be joined on attributes student[stud] and inPhase[stud]. It
is possible to assign multiple types to an attribute. For ex-

ample the predicate definitions publication(T5,T1) and

publication(T5,T3) indicate that the attribute author in re-
lation publication belongs to both types T1 and T3. Predicate
definitions restrict the joins that can appear in a candidate

clause: two relations can be joined only if their attributes

share a type.

Intuitively, predicate definitions should assign the same

types to attributes that refer to entities of the same semantic



type. For instance, attributes student[stud] and inPhase[stud]
both refer to the entity type student. Therefore, predicate
definitions should assign the same type to these attributes.

On the other hand, attribute inPhase[phase] refers to entities

of type phase. Therefore, this attribute should be of a different
type. Note that relying on attribute names would not be

a reliable way to inferring the semantic types of entities

stored in an attribute. A user should know the schema of the

database and the meaning of all attributes in order to write

effective predicate definitions.

2.2.2 ModeDefinitions. Mode definitions indicatewhether

a term in an literal should be a new variable, i.e., existentially

quantified variable, an existing variable, i.e., appears in a pre-

viously added literal, or a constant. They do so by assigning

one or more symbols to each attribute in a relation. Symbol
+ indicates that a term must be an existing variable. Symbol
− indicates that a term can be an existing variable or a new

variable. For instance, the mode definition inPhase(+,-)
in Table 2 indicates that the first term must be an existing

variable and the second term can be either an existing or

a new variable. Symbol # indicates that a term should be a

constant. For instance, the mode definition inPhase(+,#)
indicates that the second term must be a constant.

Mode definitions restrict the candidate clauses that are

explored by the learning algorithm. Each literal in a candi-

date clause must satisfy at least one mode definition. Some

mode definitions do not add any value to the creation of can-

didate clauses. For instance, mode definition inPhase(+,+)
means that both variables in a new literal must be existing

variables. The same literal can be created from mode defi-

nitions inPhase(+,-) or inPhase(-,+). Therefore, mode

definition inPhase(+,+) does not add new more informa-

tion to the candidate clause. On the other hand, mode defi-

nition inPhase(-,-) means that both variables in a literal

must be new variables. In this case, the new literal would

not be connected to any previously added literal, resulting

in a Cartesian product in the clause. A user should know

the learning algorithm and have an intuition of the desired

hypotheses in order to write effective mode definitions.

We explain how predicate and mode definitions are used

in the learning algorithm in Section 3.1.

3 AUTOBIAS LEARNING ALGORITHM
AutoBias uses the same learning algorithm as existing rela-

tional learning algorithms [30, 33]. In this section, we explain

this algorithm and how it uses language bias to learn effi-

ciently. Similar to other relational learning algorithms, Auto-

Bias is a sequential covering algorithm [27, 29, 30, 33, 34, 40].

Algorithm 1 depicts a general sequential covering algorithm.

The algorithm constructs one clause at a time using the

LearnClause function. If the clause satisfies the minimum

criterion, it adds the clause to the learned definition and

discards the positive examples covered by the definition. It

stops when all positive examples are covered by the learned

definition.

Algorithm 1: Sequential covering algorithm.

Input :Database instance I , positive examples E+,
negative examples E−

Output :A Horn definition H
1 H = {}

2 U = E+

3 whileU is not empty do
4 C = LearnClause(I ,U ,E−)

5 if C satisfies minimum criterion then
6 H = H ∪C

7 U = U − {e ∈ U |H ∧ I |= e}

8 return H

There are two main approaches in developing the Learn-
Clause function. In the top-down approach, the algorithm

starts with an empty definition and iteratively add literals

to the definition until the definition cannot be improved [29,

34, 40]. In the bottom-up approach, the algorithm first finds

relevant patterns in the data and then generalizes them to

find clauses that capture the training examples accurately

[27–30, 33]. AutoBias follows the latter approach. Under this

approach, the LearnClause function contains two main steps.

In the first step, it constructs the most specific clause that cov-

ers a positive example, relative to the database. This clause

is called the bottom-clause. In the second step, it generalizes

the bottom-clause to cover more positive examples, while

covering the fewest possible negative examples. It is shown

that the bottom-up approach usually delivers more effective

results than those of top-down methods [6, 27, 30, 33]. We

now explain each step in more detail.

3.1 Bottom-clause Construction
A bottom-clause Ce associated with an example e is the most

specific clause in the hypothesis space that covers e relative
to the underlying database I . The bottom-clause construction

algorithm consists of two phases. 1) Find all the information

in I relevant to e . The information relevant to example e is
the set of tuples Ie ⊆ I that are connected to e . 2) Given Ie ,
create the bottom-clauseCe . The bottom-clause construction

algorithm is depicted in Algorithm 2. Relational learning

algorithms use predicate and mode definitions to restrict the

structure and syntax of the bottom-clauses [27, 30, 33, 34].

We now explain the bottom-clause construction algorithm

and how it uses predicate and mode definitions.

Assume that we want to create the bottom-clause for ex-

ample e, relative to database I . The algorithm maintains a



hash table that maps constants to variables. The algorithm

first assigns new variables to constants in example e, and
inserts the mapping from constants to variables in the hash

table. It creates the head of the bottom-clause by replacing

the constants in e with their assigned variables. Then, for

each constant a in the hash table, the algorithm looks for

relations that contain attributes with the same type as a and

then searches for tuples in these relations that contain con-

stant a. The type of a constant is determined by the attribute

in which the constant appears. The attribute types are as-

signed using predicate definitions. To further restrict the

search, the algorithm only considers attributes which con-

tain symbol +, according to themode definitions. For each
tuple, the algorithm creates one or more literals with the

same relation name as the tuple and adds the literals to the

body of the bottom-clause. The algorithm also uses mode

definitions to determine whether an attribute in a literal

should be a variable or a constant. An attribute A in rela-

tion R can be a variable if the mode definitions for relation

R contain symbols + or − on attribute R. Attribute A can

be a constant if the mode definitions for relation R contain

symbols # on attribute R. If an attribute A can be both a vari-

able and a constant, the algorithm creates two new literals,

one literal containing a variable in attribute A and the con-

taining a constant in attribute A. If an attribute should be a

variable according to mode definitions, and the constant in

this attribute is new, the algorithm assigns a new variable

to the constant and adds the new mapping to the hash table.

In the following iterations, the algorithm selects tuples in

the database that contain the newly added constants to the

hash table and adds their corresponding literals to the clause.

The algorithm finishes after the user-specified number of

iterations.

Algorithm 2: Bottom-clause construction.

Input :example e , # of iterations d , sample size s
Output :bottom-clause Ce

1 Ie = {}

2 M = {} //M stores known constants

3 add constants in e toM

4 for i = 1 to d do
5 foreach relation R ∈ I do
6 foreach attribute A in R do
7 IR = σA∈M (R)

8 foreach tuple t ∈ IR do
9 add t to Ie and constants in t toM

10 Ce = create clause from e and Ie
11 return Ce

Table 3: Fragments of the UW-CSE database.

student(alice) professor(bob)

student(john) professor(mary)

inPhase(alice,post_quals) hasPosition(bob,assistant_prof)

inPhase(john,post_quals) hasPosition(mary,associate_prof)

publication(p1,alice) publication(p1,bob)

publication(p2,john) publication(p2,mary)

Example 3.1. Consider the database instance I in Table 3,

the predicate and mode definitions in Table 2, and a positive

example e = advisedBy(alice,bob). Given that the user sets

the number of iterations d to 1, the bottom-clause associated

with e and relative to I is:

advisedBy(x ,y) ← student(x), professor(y),

inPhase(x ,u), inPhase(x , post_quals), hasPosition(y,v),

publication(z,x), publication(z,y).

The hash table created by the algorithm contains the follow-

ing mapping from constants to variables: { alice→ x , bob
→ y, p1→ z, post_quals → u, assistant_prof → v}. Note
that there are two literals with relation inPhase, the first one
created using mode definition inPhase(+,-) and the second
one created using mode definition inPhase(+,#).

3.2 Generalization
After building the bottom-clause associated with a given pos-

itive example, the algorithm generalizes the clause to cover

more positive examples. It uses the asymmetric relative mini-
mal generalization (armg) operator to generalize clauses [30].
It performs a beam search to select the best clause gener-

ated after multiple applications of the armg operator. More

formally, given clause C , it randomly picks a subset E+S of

positive examples to generalizeC . For each example e ′ ∈ E+S ,
it uses the armg operator to generate a candidate clause C ′,
which is more general than C and covers e ′. It then selects

the highest scoring candidate clauses to keep in the beam

and iterates until the clauses cannot be improved. The score

of clause is usually computed as the difference between the

number of positive and negative examples it covers.

We now explain the armg operator in detail. Let C be the

bottom-clause associated with example e , relative to I . Let
e ′ be another example. Li is a blocking atom iff i is the least
value such that for all substitutions θ where e ′ = Tθ , the
clause Cθ = (T ← L1, · · · ,Li )θ does not cover e ′, relative
to I [30]. Given the bottom-clause C and a positive example

e ′, armg drops all blocking atoms from the body of C until

e ′ is covered. After removing a blocking atom, some literals

in the body may not have any variable in common with the

other literals in the body and head of the clause, i.e., they are



not head-connected. Armg also drops those literals. Because

armg drops literals from the clause, it is guaranteed that the

size of the clause reduces when doing generalization. The

bottom-clause is the most specific hypothesis that belongs

to the hypothesis space. Therefore, any generalization of it

is also in the hypothesis space.

4 SETTING LANGUAGE BIAS
AUTOMATICALLY

AutoBias leverages the information in the schema and con-

tent of the database to automatically generate predicate and

mode definitions. AutoBias reads and extracts the informa-

tion about the schema of the underlying database from the

relational database management system (RDBMS). It then

generates predicate and mode definitions in a preprocessing

step. AutoBias uses these definitions to learn the definition

of some target relation. The same predicate and mode defini-

tions can be used to learn different target relations.

4.1 Generating Predicate Definitions
Let R and S be two relation symbols in the schema of the un-

derlying database. LetR(e1, · · · , en) and S(o1, · · · ,om) be two
atoms in a clause C . Let ei be the term in attribute R[A] and
oj be the term in attribute S[B], and let ei and oj be assigned
the same variable or constant. That is, clause C joins R and

S on A and B. Clause C is satisfiable only if these attributes

share some values in the input database. Typically, the more

frequently used joins are the ones over the attributes that

participate in inclusion dependencies (INDs), such as foreign-

key to primary-key referential constraints. AutoBias uses

INDs in the input database to findwhich attributes, among all

relations, share the same type. LetX andY be sets of attribute

names in R and S , respectively. Let IR and IS be the relations

of R and S in the database. Relations IR and IS satisfy exact
IND (IND for short) R[X ] ⊆ S[Y ] if πX (IR ) ⊆ πY (IS ). If X and

Y each contain only a single attribute, the IND is a unary IND.
Given IND R[X ] ⊆ S[Y ] in a database, the database satisfies

unary IND R[A] ⊆ S[B], where A ∈ X and B ∈ Y . INDs are
normally stored in the schema of the database. If they are

not available in the schema, one can extract them from the

database content. AutoBias uses the Binder algorithm [32]

to discover INDs from the database and generates all unary

INDs implied by them. Binder efficiently discovers INDs by

using a divide-and-conquer approach. First, it generates all

unary candidate INDs. Second, it partitions the input dataset

into small buckets that fit in main memory. Third, it loads

each bucket into memory and validates the candidate INDs

against the current bucket. The algorithm returns all INDs

that pass all checks.

We have observed that in some cases using exact INDs

is not enough for generating helpful predicate definitions.

Consider two attributes A1 and A2, which contain values

for domains D1 and D2, respectively. There may be another

attribute A3 that contains some values from D1 and some

values from D2. It makes sense to join attributes A1 (or A2)

withA3, asA1 andA3 contain values for domainD1. However,

exact INDs may not hold between A1 (or A2) and A3. An

example of this scenario can be seen in the UW-CSE database,

whose schema fragments are shown in Table 1. Consider the

task of learning a definition for the relation advisedBy(stud,
prof), which indicates that the student stud is advised by

professor prof. A relational learning algorithm may learn the

following Datalog program for the advisedBy relation:

advisedBy(x ,y) ← student(x), professor(y),

publication(z,x), publication(z,y)

which indicates that a student is advised by a professor

if they have been co-authors of a publication. This defini-

tion requires joining relations publication, student, and pro-
fessor on attributes publication[author], student[stud], and
professor[prof]. However, the UW-CSE database does not

satisfy INDs publication[author] ⊆ student[stud] or publica-
tion[author] ⊆ professor[prof] because publication[author]
contains both students and professors.

To account for the issue described above, AutoBias also

uses approximate INDs to assign types to attributes. In an

approximate unary IND (R[A] ⊆ S[B],α), one has to remove

at least α fraction of the distinct values in R[A] so that the

database satisfies R[A] ⊆ S[B] [1]. Approximate INDs are not

usually maintained in a schema and are instead discovered

from the database content. We have implemented a program

to extract approximate INDs from the database. We use a

relatively high error rate, 50%, for the approximate INDs to

allow for a flexible hypothesis space.

After discovering unary exact and approximate INDs, Au-

toBias runs Algorithm 3 to generate a directed graph called

type graph, which it then uses to assign types to attributes.

First, it creates a graph whose nodes are attributes in the in-

put schema and has an edge between each pair of attributes

that participate in an exact or approximate IND. Figure 1

shows an example of the type graph containing a subset of

the attributes in the UW-CSE schema, where edges corre-

sponding to exact and approximate INDs are shown by solid

and dashed lines, respectively. If there are both approximate

INDs (R[A] ⊆ S[B],α1) and (S[B] ⊆ R[A],α2), AutoBias uses
only the one with lower error rate. The algorithm then as-

signs a new type to every node in the graph without any

outgoing edges. For example, it assigns new types T1, T3,
and T5 to student[stud], professor[prof], and publication[title],
respectively, in Figure 1. If there are cycles in the type graph,

the algorithm assigns the same new type to all nodes in each

cycle. Next, it propagates the assigned type of each attribute

to its neighbors in the reverse direction of edges in the graph



Figure 1: A fragment of the type graph for theUW-CSE
dataset. Solid lines represent exact INDs and dashed
lines represent approximate INDs.

until no changes are made to the graph. For example, in Fig-

ure 1, the algorithm propagates type T1 to inPhase[stud] and
ta[stud] and attribute publication[author] inherits types T1
and T3 from student[stud] and professor[prof], respectively.
Because the error rates of approximate INDs accumulate

over multiple edges in the graph, AutoBias propagates types

only once over edges that correspond to approximate INDs.

Algorithm 3: Algorithm to generate the type graph.

Input :Schema S and all unary INDs Σ.
Output :Type graph G.

1 create graph G = (V ,E) where V contains a node for

each attribute in the schema and E = ∅
2 foreach IND R[A] ⊆ S[B] ∈ Σ do
3 add edge v → u to E, where v and u correspond to

attributes R[A] and S[B], respectively

4 foreach node u ∈ V without outgoing edges do
5 generate new type T and set types(u) = {T }

6 foreach cycle K ⊆ V do
7 generate new type T and set types(u) = {T } ∀u ∈ K
8 repeat
9 foreach v → u ∈ E where types(u) , ∅ do

10 set types(v) = types(v) ∪ types(u)

11 until no changes in G
12 return G

Given the resulting graph, for each relation, AutoBias com-

putes the Cartesian product of the types associatedwith its at-

tributes. For each tuple in this Cartesian product, it produces

a predicate definition for the relation. For instance, given the

type assignment in Figure 1, AutoBias generates predicate

definitions publication(T5,T1) and publication(T5,T3)
for the publication relation.

4.2 Generating Mode Definitions
AutoBias allows every attribute of each relation be a variable.

However, it forces at least one variable in an atom to be an

existing variable, i.e., appears in previously added atoms,

to avoid generating Cartesian products in the clause. For

each attribute A in relation R, AutoBias generates a mode

definition for R where attribute A is assigned the + symbol

and all other attributes are assigned the − symbol. Hence,

all attributes are allowed to have new variables except the

attribute with symbol+. For instance, AutoBias generates the

mode definitions publication(+,-) and publication(-,+)
for relation publication in Table 1.

AutoBias uses a hyper-parameter called constant-threshold
to determine whether an attribute can be a constant. The

value for constant-threshold can take an absolute or a relative

threshold. If it is an absolute threshold, AutoBias allows an

attribute to be a constant if the number of distinct values in

the attribute is below the value of constant-threshold. If it

is a relative threshold, AutoBias allows an attribute to be a

constant if the ratio of distinct values of the attribute to the

total number of tuples in the relation is below the value of

constant-threshold. This hyper-parameter must be tuned by

the user. As it has a relatively intuitive meaning, it is easy to

determine which values or ranges to experiment with.

For each relation R in the database, AutoBias finds all at-

tributes in R that can be constants using the aforementioned

rule. Then, it computes the power setM of these attributes.

For each non-empty setM ∈ M, AutoBias generates a new

set of mode definitions where it assigns + and − symbols

as described above, except for the attributes in M , which

are assigned the # symbol. For example, AutoBias finds that

the number of values in attribute phase of relation inPhase
in Table 1 is smaller than the input threshold. Then, this

attribute can be constant and AutoBias generates the mode

definition inPhase(+,#) for relation inPhase.

5 IMPROVING EFFICIENCY THROUGH
SAMPLING

Relational learning over large databases is generally time-

consuming as the learner has to explore numerous possi-

ble hypotheses whose tests of coverage take long. For each

bottom-clause, the algorithm has to include literals per tuples

that are connected to the positive example and also literals

per tuples in the database that are connected to the current

ones in the bottom-clause. As numerous tuples across multi-

ple tables may be connected via some join paths to a given

positive example over a large database, it may create ex-

tremely long bottom-clauses. For example, a bottom-clause

may contain tens of thousands of literals over a database

with about a million tuples after a couple of iterations. Since

the created bottom-clauses contain many literals, it will be

time-consuming to generalize the clauses by applying the

armg operator multiple times. Moreover, the algorithm has

to check the number of positive and negative examples cov-

ered by the generalized clause in each generalization step.

As the clause has many literals, it will be time-consuming to

test whether it covers an example.



Experts usually avoid this problem by familiarizing them-

selves with the underlying domain and database and creating

a sufficiently restrictive language bias to limit the hypothesis

space and guide the learner to consider only the ones they

deem promising. Since AutoBias does not use the experts’

intervention and guidance, it may produce language bias

that does not sufficiently limit the hypothesis space. Thus, it

may take several hours for the algorithm to learn over a large

database. In this section, we study sampling techniques that

allow relational learning algorithms to learn efficiently over

large databases when their language bias may not be suffi-

ciently restricted. We first investigate the use of sampling in

creating bottom-clauses and then study the application of

sampling techniques in approximate coverage testing.

5.1 Bottom-Clause Sampling
A bottom-clauseCe associated with an example e is the most

specific clause in the hypothesis space that covers e . The
bottom-clause construction algorithm consists of two phases.

First, it finds all the information in I relevant to e , denoted by
Ie . Then, given the information relevant to e , it creates the
bottom-clause Ce by converting tuples in Ie to literals in the

bottom-clause and replacing constants with fresh and proper

variables. The tuple set Ie may be large if many tuples in I are
relevant to e , which in turn makesCe too large. To overcome

this problem, onemay use some sampling technique to obtain

a smaller tuple set I se ⊆ Ie such that I
s
e contains a subset of the

information in Ie . Ideally, the subset I
s
e contains predictive

patterns that will allow the learning algorithm to learn an

accurate definition. Then, instead constructing Ce using Ie ,
one may create a bottom-clause Cs

e with fewer literals than

those of Ce from tuples in I se . Clauses Ce and Cs
e have the

same head-literal with the information of the underlying

example e but the body of Cs
e has fewer literals than that of

Ce .

5.1.1 Naïve Sampling. Let Ce be a bottom-clause associ-

ated with example e . A naïve sample Cs
e of clause Ce is the

clause obtained the following way. Let IR be the set of tuples

in relation R that can be added to I se . The naïve sampling algo-

rithm obtains a uniform and random sample I sR of IR and adds

only the tuples in I sR to I se . Let the inclusion probability p(t)
of tuple t ∈ Ie be the probability that t is included in I se . In a

uniform sample, every tuple in IR is sampled independently

with the same inclusion probability, i.e., ∀t ∈ IR ,p(t) = 1

|IR |
.

Existing relational learning algorithms, such as Progol [27]

and ProGolem [30, 33], use this technique to build bottom-

clauses. In this method, however, I se may not contain the

predictive patterns in I se , i.e., the set of tuples connected

to e in I . For example, let the bottom-clause construction

algorithm pick a set of tuples J ⊂ I se in an iteration. Let t
and s be two tuples in a relation in I that are connected via

some joins to a single and a hundred tuples in J , respectively.
Intuitively, the relationships between tuples in J and s is
stronger than the ones between tuples in J and t . Thus, it is
reasonable to include s with a higher probability in I se than

that of t . Nevertheless, the naïve sampling method includes t
and s with equal probabilities to I se . In the worst case, s may

not be connected to any tuples in the database in addition

to the ones that have been already included in the bottom-

clause. In this case, the algorithmmay return a bottom-clause

with just a few literals, which in turn may cause the learning

algorithm to output a clause that is too general and not

sufficiently informative. Moreover, this method is biased

toward tuples in relations with fewer tuples as it assigns

higher inclusion probabilities to them.

5.1.2 Random Sampling. To address the aforementioned

shortcomings of the naïve sampling method, one may ob-

tain a random sample of the literals in the body of Ce to

construct the body of Cs
e . This method, however, faces two

challenges. As explained in Section 3.1, each literal in Ce is

head-connected, which means that it is either connected to

the head-literal ofCe via some shared variables or it has some

variables in commonwith other literals in the body ofCe that

are head-connected. As explained in Section 3.2, a literal that

does not meet these conditions, i.e., is not head-connected,

will be automatically removed during generalization. More-

over, that literal will not offer any useful information in the

database related to the underlying positive example. If one se-

lects literals from the body of Ce uniformly at random, none

of the selected literals may not be head-connected. Thus, the

learning algorithm may simply return an empty clause after

the first step of generalization. Also, if most of the selected

literals are not head-connected, the algorithm will eliminate

most of the literals inCs
e after the first step of generalization.

Hence, the subsequent generalizations may not have suffi-

cient or interesting information about the underlying exam-

ple in the database to generalize and learn. One may not get

a useful clause that contains predictive information in Ce by

simply uniformly and randomly sampling each literal in its

body. Thus, every literal in Cs
e must also be head-connected.

Moreover, to createCs
e , one has to obtain a random sample of

Ie to construct I se . To create a random sample of Ie , one may

construct Ie and then randomly sample sufficiently many of

its tuples to construct I se . But, as we explained earlier in this

section, Ie may be very time-consuming to construct and

materialize for large databases.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we should de-

fine a reasonable inclusion probability for each literal in Ce
and equivalently each tuple in Ie for the random sample such

that the sampled clause does not contain literals that are not

head-connected. Furthermore, we should be able to compute

these probabilities without computing and materializing Ce



and Ie . Next, we precisely compute this inclusion probability

without materializing Ie . The right semi-join of relations R1

and R2 on attributes A and B, denoted as R1 ⋊R1 .A=R2 .B R2, is

the set of tuples in R2 such that the values of their attribute

B are equal to the value of A of at least one tuple in R1 [11].

Example 5.1. Consider relationsU1(A,B) andU2 = (A,C)
such thatU1 = {(a1,b1), (a2,b2), . . . , (a2,bk )} andU2 = {(a0, c1),
(a2, c2), (a1, c3), · · · , (a1, cm)}, we have U1 ⋊U1 .A=U2 .A U2 =

{(a2, c2), (a1, c3), · · · , (a1, cm)}.

For brevity, we call right semi-join simply as semi-join and

show R1⋊R1 .A=R2 .B R2 as R1⋊A,B R2 unless otherwise noted.

The bottom-clause construction algorithm in Section 3.1 is

in fact iteratively applying semi-joins to the database re-

lations to add tuples to Ie that are directly or indirectly

connected to the positive example e according to the mode

and predicate definitions. More precisely, for each pair of

attributes of the same type A and B between the target re-

lation T and the relation R in the background knowledge

according to the predicate definitions, the bottom-clause con-

struction algorithm will add the tuples of {e} ⋊ R to Ie . It
then adds the tuples from another relation S to Ie using the
semi-join of {e} ⋊ R ⋊S . Generally, the algorithm computes

⋓(⋊1≤i≤d−1R1⋊ . . .⋊R1+i ) in its dth iteration where R1 = T
and {R2, . . . ,Rd } is a multi-set of possibly non-distinct re-

lations in the background knowledge such that Ri and Ri+1
have attributes of same type according to the mode defini-

tions. Thus, we should efficiently compute a random sample

of every R1 ⋊ . . . ⋊ R1+i .

To compute a random sample of R1 ⋊A,B R2, one should

materialize R1 ⋊A,B R2 and then take a random sample of it.

Nonetheless, this defeats the purpose of not computing Ie .
Another approach is to take independent random samples

of R1 and R2 and semi-join them. However, the results may

be empty and have very few tuples. Thus, it may take a long

time to get a sufficiently large sample. Consider the relations

U1 and U2 in Example 5.1. It is very unlikely for a random

sample of U1 to contain a tuple whose value for A is a1 for a
sufficiently large k . Also, a random sample of U2 is unlikely

to have a tuple whose A value is a2 for large values of m.

Thus, the semi-join of the random samples ofU1 andU2 may

be empty for a reasonably large number of sampling rounds.

Hence, we extend existing techniques for performing effi-

cient sampling over joins [5, 31, 41] to sample over semi-join

R1 ⋊A,B R2 efficiently. Let S1 be such a random sample of

R1. The distributions of attribute values in tuples of S1 are
influenced by the ones of the tuples in R1. For instance, a

random sample ofU1 in Example 5.1 contains mostly tuples

whose values of attribute A is a2. But, the values of attribute
A of tuples in U1 ⋊A,A U2 are mostly a1. Thus, one should
accept the results of S1⋊A,BR2 based on the distribution of at-

tribute values in R2 to create a random sample of R1 ⋊A,B R2.

Furthermore, let the tuple t ∈ R2 be the only tuple in R2

whose value of attribute B is b. Let b appear in the attribute

A of only a single tuple of R1. In this case, t will be the only
tuple in R1 ⋊A,B R2 whose value of B is b. Now, assume that

b appears in the attribute A of more than a single tuple of

R1. This will not change the number of tuples in R1 ⋊A,B R2

whose value for attribute B is b. Thus, the distribution of

values in R1 ⋊A,B R2 depends on the existence of values in

R1[A] but does not change if their frequencies go beyond 1.

Therefore, one may randomly select only from values in the

set of πAR1 and use it to compute a random sample of the

semi-join. Computing the distribution of values of R1⋊A,BR2

based on the existence of values in R1[A] instead of their fre-

quencies is the only difference between random sampling

over semi-joins as compared to random sampling over joins.

We adapt the extended Olken algorithm [31] for perform-

ing random sampling over multi-way joins proposed by Zhao

et al. [41] to work over semi-joins. Our sampling algorithm

over semi-join R1⋊R1 .A=R2 .B R2 is as follows. We first select a

random value from all values of the set of πAR1 called a. Let
mR2 .B (a) denote the frequency of a in attribute B of R2. Let

MR2 .B is an upper bound on the frequency of each value of B
in R2. From all tuples in R2 whose values of attribute B is a,
we select a tuple t randomly. We accept t with the probability

p =
mR

2
.B (a)

MR
2
.B

and reject it with 1 − p. We repeat this process

from sampling a value from πAR1 from the beginning until a

given number of tuples from R2 are picked. To compute the

values ofmR2 .B (a) andMR2 .B and find tuples of R2 that match

a efficiently, we build indexes over the semi-join attributes

[5, 31, 41]. To compute the semi-join R1 ⋊ R2 . . . ⋊ Rn , we
compute the sample S2 of R1 ⋊ R2 using the aforementioned

algorithm. Then, we compute the sample S3 of S2 ⋊ R3 us-

ing this algorithm and continue the same process until the

sample of semi-join Sn−1 ⋊ Rn is calculated.

Proposition 5.2. The aforementioned algorithm produces
a random sample R1 ⋊ R2 . . . ⋊ Rn .

Proof. The proof follows the one of random sampling

over multi-way joins proposed by Olken [31]. □

The samples of some Si ⋊ Ri+1, 1 < i < n might be empty as

the values in Si may not match any tuple in Ri+1. In this case,

one has to repeat the sampling of a preceding binary semi-

join to get different values from the ones in Si . To avoid this

problem, we take sufficiently larger number of samples than

the desired final number of samples in each binary semi-join.

Given an input number of iterations d , the bottom-clause

construction algorithm computes all semi-joins of size up tod
and unions their output to construct Ie . To share computation

between different samplings, we organize all relations that

will be semi-joined according to the predicate definitions in

a semi-join tree G of depth d . Each node in G is a relation



symbol in the schema. The root of G represents the target

relation symbol, T . Let nR be a node in G that represents

relation R. A node nR1
in G has a child nR2

if R1 and R2 can

be semi-joined according to the mode definitions. If the semi-

join of R1 and R2 is R1 ⋊A,B R2, we place the label (A,B) on
the edge from nR1

to nR2
inG . Since a relation R2 may appear

at the right hand side of multiple semi-joins according to the

mode definitions, R2 may be represented by multiple distinct

nodes in G.
Next, we apply the sampling algorithm following edges in

G starting from its root to generate the sample of Ie , I
s
e . We

consider the example e as the only tuple of the relation of

the root of G, which is sampled with probability of 1. This

enables us to share and reuse the random sample of a semi-

join for the subsequent and longer ones. After sampling the

semi-join between a parent nR1
and one of its children nR2

,

we add the sampled tuples to I se . We also use this set for

the semi-join of nR2
and its children. After constructing I se ,

we create the bottom-clause Cs
e according to I se . Different

paths in G may share some tuples. In this case, the union

of randomly sampling from a set of relations is not exactly

equivalent to random sampling over the union of the rela-

tions [31]. We, however, make the simplifying assumption

that they are equivalent to ensure sampling is efficient over

large databases. Otherwise, sampling will require consider-

ing the intersection of various semi-joins in G, which needs

significantly more computations.

5.1.3 Stratified Sampling. Random sampling may be bi-

ased toward relations and tuples that are strongly connected

to other relations and tuples in the database. Thus, it may

miss some patterns in the data that effectively define the

training examples but are not sufficiently well-connected

in the database [15]. To address this problem, we propose

a method that samples a diverse sample of tuples and rela-

tionships in the database to construct a sufficiently diverse

sample I se of Ies according to the mode and predicate defi-

nitions. As explained in Section 2.2, language bias sets two

types of restrictions on the patterns extracted from the data.

It determines whether an attribute may be a variable or con-

stants in each literal of the bottom-clause and what join

paths connect its literals. We provide a sample that contains

each possible variation of every literal and ensures that the

sampled bottom-clause covers all join paths that connect

them according to the language bias.

Let G be a semi-join tree defined in Section 5.1.2 whose

only tuple of its root node is example e . Let S be a relation

that contains attribute A, where A can appear as a constant

according to the language bias and let nS is a node that

represent S inG . We replace each nS with a set of new nodes

each of which represent a relation that is a subset of S with

a distinct value for S[A]. The parents of these nodes are

the same as nS . Given a node nR in G, we define a stratum
for each child of nR . Therefore, there is a stratum for each

relation S that can join with R and, if S contains an attribute

A that can be a constant, there is a stratum for each distinct

value in S[A]. A stratified sample I se of Ie is a subset of Ie
that contains at least one tuple for each stratum in G. A
stratified sample Cs

e of clause Ce is the clause created from

the stratified sample I se of Ie .
Algorithm 4 depicts the bottom-clause construction algo-

rithm using stratified sampling. The algorithm traverses the

semi-join tree G in a depth-first manner. Once it reaches a

given depth d , it computes the strata in the current relation,

e.g., relation S . If S contains an attribute A that can be con-

stant according to the language bias, the algorithm creates a

stratum for each distinct value for S[A]. If S does not contain
attributes that can be constant according to the language

bias, the only stratum is the set of all tuples in S . It then uni-

formly samples s tuples for each stratum in S and adds them

to I se . Therefore, I
s
e is the union of the all the sampled strata

in S . When the algorithm backtracks to the parent relation R
of S , it adds all tuples in R that join with the sampled tuples

in S to I se .

Algorithm 4: Bottom-clause construction algorithm us-

ing stratified sampling.

Input :example e , # of iterations d , sample size s
Output :bottom-clause Ce

1 I se = {}

2 foreach attribute A in e do
3 foreach relation R containing attribute A do
4 I se = I se ∪ StratRec(R,A, {e[A]}, 1,d, s)
5 Cs

e = create clause from e and I se
6 return Cs

e
7 Function StratRec(R, A,M , i , d , s):
8 I se = {}

9 IR = σA∈M (R)

10 if i = d (last iteration) then
11 I se = I se ∪ SampleStrata(IR , s)
12 else
13 foreach attribute B in R do
14 foreach relation S containing attribute B do
15 IS = StratRec(S,B,πB (IR ), i + 1,d, s)
16 I se = I se ∪ (σB∈πB (IS )(IR ))

17 return I se

Since stratified sampling algorithm has to traverse and

backtrack nodes inG and perform corresponding operations,

it may take longer than random sampling over a large data-

base with a complex schema or language bias specifications.

However, it does not need the precomputed statistics and



indexes needed to perform random sampling efficiently. It

also may not face the problem of empty sampled relations

over long semi-joins.

5.2 Approximate Coverage Testing
As explained in Section 3.2, during generalization, we have

to compute the numbers of positive and negative examples

covered by a generalized clause to evaluate its quality. One

approach is to translate the clause to a Select-Project-Join

SQL query and execute it over the underlying database and

examples. Nonetheless, these clauses may contain hundreds

of literals in the several rounds of generalizations. Our em-

pirical investigations show that it may take a long time to

evaluate such SQL queries over a large database. Thus, we

follow the approach used in relational learning algorithms

and use θ -subsumption to compute the coverage of candidate

clauses [27, 30, 33].

In this approach, one builds a ground bottom-clause for
each positive and negative example using the bottom-clause

construction algorithm in Section 3.1 in which constants are

not replaced with variables. A substitution θ replaces con-

stants and variables in clauseC1 with a set of fresh constants

or variables. The resulting clause is denoted asC1θ . ClauseC
theta-subsumes ground bottom-clause G if and only if there

is some substitution theta such that Cθ ⊆ G, i.e., the set of
literals in the body of Cθ is a subset or equal to the set of

literals in the body of G. To test whether a clause covers

an example, we check if the clause subsumes the ground

bottom-clause of the example. Since subsumption testing is

NP-hard, we use approximation algorithm to test subsump-

tion between long clauses [27]. We use a subsumption engine

to test coverage [21]

Ideally, a ground bottom-clause Ge for example e must

contain one literal per each tuple in the database that is con-

nected to e through some joins. Otherwise, theθ -subsumption

test may declare that C does not cover e when C actually

covers e . However, it may be time-consuming to check θ -
subsumption for clauses with many literals. Since a learning

algorithm performs numerous coverage testing during learn-

ing, it is essential to improve the time of coverage testing

otherwise learning may take an extremely long time. Hence,

we use the three aforementioned sampling techniques to gen-

erate ground bottom-clauses. Given that the bottom-clause

is built using sampling technique S, we also use S to generate
all ground bottom-clauses for learning.

6 EMPIRICAL RESULTS
6.1 Datasets
We run experiments over three datasets whose information

is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Number of relations (#R), tuples (#T), positive
examples (#P), and negative examples (#N) for each
dataset.

Name #R #T #P #N

UW-CSE 9 1.8K 102 204

HIV 5 7.9M 2K 4K

IMDb 46 8.4M 1.8K 3.6K

(1) UW-CSE: The UW-CSE database contains information

about a computer science department. We learn the tar-

get relation advisedBy(stud, prof), which indicates that

student stud is advised by professor prof.
(2) HIV: The HIV database contains structural information

about chemical compounds (wiki.nci.nih.gov/display
/NCIDTPdata).We learn the target relation antiHIV(comp),
which indicates that compound with id comp has anti-

HIV activity. In this dataset, the positive examples are

compounds known to have anti-HIV activity, while neg-

ative examples are compounds known to lack anti-HIV

activity.

(3) IMDb: The IMDb database (imdb.com) contains contains

information about movies and people who make them.

We learn the target relation dramaDirector(dir), which
indicates that person with id dir has directed a drama

movie.

We compare the quality of the learned definitions using the

metrics of precision and recall [6]. Let the set of true positives
for a Horn definition be the set of positive examples in the

testing data that are covered by the Horn definition. The

precision of a Horn definition is the proportion of its true

positives over all examples covered by the Horn definition.

The recall of a Horn definition is the number of its true

positives divided by the total number of positive examples

in the testing data. Precision and recall are between 0 and 1,

where an ideal definition delivers both precision and recall of

1. F-measure is the weighted harmonic mean of the precision

and recall. We perform 10-fold cross validation for HIV and

IMDb datasets and 5-fold cross validation for UW-CSE due to

its relatively smaller size. We evaluate precision, recall, and

learning time, showing the average over the cross validation.

6.2 Systems
We implement AutoBias over Castor, an open source rela-

tional learning algorithm that is shown to be more effective

that other available systems [33]. Castor is built on top of

VoltDB, a main-memory relational database management

system, voltdb.com.

We compare AutoBias against Castor and Aleph [37]. We

use Castor with different ways of setting the language bias.



(1) Castor-Baseline assigns the same types to all attributes

and allows every attribute to be a variable or a constant.

(2) Castor-Baseline without constants is the same as the

baseline method, except that it does not allow any at-

tribute to be a constant.

(3) Castor-Manual tuning uses the language bias written

by an expert who has knowledge of the relational learn-

ing system and knows how to write predicate and mode

definitions. The expert had to learn the schema and go

through several trial and error phases by running the

underlying learning system and observing its results to

write the predicate and mode definitions. The expert

wrote 19, 14, and 112 predicate and mode definitions for

the UW-CSE, HIV, and IMDb databases, respectively.

(4) Aleph is a popular and public relational learning sys-

tem, which as opposed to Castor does not use relational

database systems to store and query the background

knowledge and training data. Similar to Auto-Bias, Aleph

follows the sequential covering algorithm shown in Al-

gorithm 1. However, Aleph follows a top-down approach.

Aleph can emulatemultiple relational learning algorithms.

We configure Aleph to emulate FOIL [34, 40], which is

a popular and well-known top-down relational learning

algorithm. QuickFOIL is another implementation of FOIL

that uses a relational database system to improve the

running time of FOIL [40]. We, however, are not able to

find a publicly available version of QuickFOIL. As any

other relational learning algorithm, Aleph requires man-

ual tuning to setup its language biases. We use the same

predicate and mode definitions used for Castor-Manual

tuning.

(5) AutoBias generates predicate andmode definitions auto-

matically, as described in Section 4. The original databases

do not contain INDs. Therefore, AutoBias calls the IND

discovery tools explained in Section 4. The preprocess-

ing step of AutoBias to extract INDs takes 1.2 seconds,

1.4 minutes, and 7.8 minutes over the UW-CSE, HIV,

and IMDb databases, respectively. We set the constant-

threshold hyper-parameter (Section 4.2) to 5 for UW-CSE,

80 for HIV, and 400 for IMDb due to their different sizes.

Over all settings of Castor and AutoBias, we build bottom-

clauses and ground bottom-clauses using naïve sampling to

make our results comparable to the ones of Castor. Aleph

also uses naïve sampling. We set the sampling rate to at

most ten tuples per mode for each dataset. In Section 6.4, we

evaluate different sampling techniques. We run experiments

on a 2.3GHz Intel Xeon E5-2670 processor, running CentOS

Linux 7.2 with 500GB of main memory.

6.3 Manual Tuning Versus AutoBias
Table 5 illustrates the results of our experiments.

Castor-Baseline. Over the UW-CSE database, Castor is

less accurate and efficient compared to other settings. Over

the HIV database, Castor obtains competitive precision and

recall, but is significantly less efficient than manual tuning

and AutoBias. Over the IMDb database, Castor is killed by

the kernel because of extreme use of resources. By allowing

every attribute to be a constant, every value in the database

– even if it has a non-predictive value – may appear in a

literal as a constant. Therefore, the generated bottom-clause

contains a large number of literals, many of which are not

useful for learning a definition for the target relation. For

instance, the first bottom-clause created when running over

the IMDb databases contains on average 1255 literals. Further,

by assigning the same type to all attributes in all relations, it

allows all relations to join with each other on any attribute,

resulting in a long running time.

Castor-Baseline without constants.Over the UW-CSE

database, this setting is the most efficient, and obtains com-

petitive precision and recall compared to manual tuning and

AutoBias. Over the HIV database, Castor does not terminate

after 10 hours. In this case, because no constants are allowed,

Castor is not able to find any definition that covers many pos-

itive examples. Therefore, Castor generates a bottom-clause

for each positive example and tries to generalize it to cover

more positive examples. This process is time-consuming.

Over the IMDb database, the perfect definition for the tar-

get relation dramaDirector contains a constant. However, in
this setting, constants are not allowed. Therefore, Castor

learns other definitions which are significantly less accurate

compared to manual tuning or AutoBias.

Castor-Manual tuning. Over the UW-CSE and IMDb

databases, Castor with manual tuning results in the most

effective definitions. Over the HIV database, it obtains less

effective results compared to the baseline or AutoBias. Castor

with manual is efficient over all datasets. However, an expert

had to spend significant amount of time tuning the language

bias. Further, a non-expert user would not be able to specify

this bias.

Aleph. Since the top-down learning algorithm used by

Aleph is generally biased toward learning relatively short

clauses, it is faster than other methods over UW-CSE andHIV

datasets. It takes Aleph longer than Castor with manual tun-

ing and AutoBias to learn over IMDb, which is due to the fact

that it does not use any underlying database system to access

and query data. This approach does not scale for databases

with numerous tuples, such as IMDb. Overall, Aleph with

manual tuning delivers less effective definitions than those

returned by Castor with manual tuning and AutoBias over

all datasets.

AutoBias. In general, AutoBias is more effective than the

baselines, and almost as effective as manual tuning. Auto-

Bias is less efficient than manual tuning. Manually written



predicate and mode definitions provide a more restricted hy-

pothesis space than the ones generated by AutoBias, e.g., it

allows less attributes to be constants or allows less attributes

to be input variables. Thus, Castor has to explore a larger

hypothesis space when using AutoBias. Nevertheless, the

overhead in the running time is about 13 minutes for the

HIV database and 4 minutes for the IMDb database, which

is a reasonable overhead for saving an expert’s time and the

enterprise’s financial resources that pay the machine learn-

ing expert. There is no overhead over the UW-CSE database.

Hence, we argue that automating the generation of predicate

and mode definitions with the cost of a modest overhead

in performance is a reasonable trade-off. Further, AutoBias

enables non-experts to use relational learning systems more

easily.

6.4 Evaluating Sampling Techniques
In this section, we empirically evaluate the sampling tech-

niques presented in Section 5. We have implemented these

sampling techniques by modifying the modules in charge

of generating the bottom-clause construction and coverage

testing in Castor.We use three versions of AutoBias. Each ver-

sion uses a different sampling technique for bottom-clause

construction: AutoBias-Naïve uses naïve sampling, as ex-

plained in Section 5.1.1, AutoBias-Random uses random

sampling, as explained in Section 5.1.2.AutoBias-Stratified
uses stratified sampling, as explained in Section 5.1.3. Each

sampling method is used for both bottom-clause construc-

tion and coverage testing. We have also built the necessary

indexes for random sampling over relations in VoltDB. We

use the same sampling rate of at most 10 tuples per each

mode for all sampling methods and all datasets.

Table 6 shows the effectiveness and efficiency of learning

over using the aforementioned sampling techniques over the

UW-CSE, IMDb, and HIV dataset. We have run random and

stratified sampling methods over each dataset five times and

computed the average and variance of the resulting runs.

6.4.1 Effectiveness. AutoBias-Naïve andAutoBias-Random
both achieve the highest F-measure and running time over

UW-CSE dataset. Due to the small size of the data and schema

of UW-CSE, AutoBias-Naïve is able to create a sufficiently

representative sample of the data and learn an effective def-

inition over this dataset. AutoBias-Random learns a defini-

tion as effective as AutoBias-Naïve, which indicates that it

is able to generate a representative sample over this small

dataset. Since the data and its schema is not very large and

diverse, AutoBias-Stratified does not offer any advantage

over AutoBias-Random and returns a less effective defini-

tion than that of AutoBias-Random. All methods return the

effective definition for the IMDb database. Our observations

indicate that when there is a relatively short definition that

exactly represent the training data all methods can find an

effective definition for the target relation.

AutoBias-Random obtains a higher precision and recall

than AutoBias-Naïve over the HIV dataset. In fact, AutoBias-

Naïve obtains the lowest precision and recall among all meth-

ods over this dataset. AutoBias-Stratified achieves a higher

F-measure than that of AutoBias-Random over this dataset.

In particular, it delivers a considerably higher recall than

the one of AutoBias-Random for this dataset. This dataset is

large and has a relatively complex schema with significant

diversities in values and relationships. Moreover, its target

relation is complex and there is not any definition with a

reasonably many literals and clauses that covers all positive

examples and does not cover any negative ones. AutoBias-

Stratified is able to create a sample that captures the di-

verse patterns in the data more than the one constructed by

AutoBias-Random. Thus, its learned clauses are more help-

ful in explaining the patterns in the training examples. For

example, in the HIV database, compounds contain hundreds

of atoms. Some atoms are common elements, e.g., Hydrogen,

while other atoms are rare elements, e.g., Lithium. AutoBias-

Stratified is able to explore join paths that lead to all types

of elements in a compound. Therefore, the bottom-clauses

generated by AutoBias-Stratified contain diverse informa-

tion, which allows it to learn better definitions. This helps

AutoBias-Stratified to deliver a higher recall.

Overall, AutoBias-Random is able to consistently learn

more effective or as effective definitions than those of AutoBias-

Naïve over all datasets. Its improvement over AutoBias-Naïve

is particularly more considerable over large datasets with

complex target relations. AutoBias-Stratified performs less

effective than other approaches for small datasets or the

ones where there is a relatively short definition, e.g., SQL

query, to explain the training data fully. It, however, learns a

more effective definition than others when the data is large

and the target relation is complex. Thus, one may safely use

AutoBias-Random over datasets where one is not sure about

the diversity of the data and complexity of the target relation

instead of AutoBias-Naïve. One may use AutoBias-Stratified

when the target relation is complex and learning is done over

a large dataset to improve the effectiveness of the definitions

provided by AutoBias-Random.

6.4.2 Efficiency. AutoBias-Naïve is faster than AutoBias-

Random over UW-CSE due to the overheads of selecting a

random tuples over various semi-joins. AutoBias-Naïve has

a minimal overhead as it simply samples tuples uniformly in

each relation. Similarly, AutoBias-Stratified is less efficient

than AutoBias-Naïve over UW-CSE for the same reasons.

Interestingly, AutoBias-Random improves the running

time of AutoBias-Naïve over IMDb and HIV. The efficiency



Table 5: Results of learning relations over UW-CSE, IMDb, and HIV data (h=hours, m=minutes, s=seconds).

Dataset Measure Castor-Baseline

Castor-Baseline Castor-Manual

Aleph AutoBias

(w/o const.) tuning

UW-CSE

Precision 0.76 0.96 0.93 0.78 0.84

Recall 0.50 0.48 0.54 0.17 0.54

F-measure 0.60 0.64 0.68 0.27 0.64

Time 47s 6.6s 11s 3.5s 24.4s

IMDb

Precision - 0.68 1 0.66 1

Recall - 0.51 0.99 0.44 0.99

F-measure - 0.58 0.99 0.52 0.99

Time - 9.2h 2.7m 6.4m 3.21m

HIV

Precision 0.80 - 0.74 0.72 0.80

Recall 0.83 - 0.84 0.69 0.85

F-measure 0.81 - 0.78 0.70 0.82

Time 59.7m >10h 22.6m 6.2m 35.1m

Table 6: Results over UW-CSE, HIV, and IMDb data with different sampling techniques (m=minutes), s=seconds.

Dataset Measure AutoBias-Naïve AutoBias-Random AutoBias-Stratified

Mean Variance Mean Variance

UW-CSE

Precision 0.84 0.81 0.06 0.78 0.05

Recall 0.54 0.52 0.04 0.44 0.04

F-measure 0.64 0.61 0.04 0.54 0.05

Time 24.4s 50.23s 27.84s 37.86s 13.76s

IMDb

Precision 1 0.99 0.004 0.99 0.006

Recall 0.99 0.99 0.001 0.99 0.001

F-measure 0.99 0.99 0.002 0.99 0.002

Time 3.21m 3.13m 0.27m 4.05m 0.09m

HIV

Precision 0.80 0.79 0.04 0.83 0.014

Recall 0.85 0.87 0.02 0.76 0.009

F-measure 0.82 0.83 0.02 0.79 0.005

Time 35.1m 21.87m 5.12m 34.16m 0.889m

is affected not only by the time taken to build a bottom-

clause, but also by the speed in which effective definitions are

discovered. AutoBias-Random uses the covering approach

(Algorithm 1). Each time that a learned clause satisfies the

minimum criterion, it is added to the definition and all posi-

tive examples covered by the clause are removed. If clauses

that cover many positive examples are discovered early, then

less positive examples must be used to generate candidate

definitions. Therefore, the learning process will take less time.

AutoBias-Random constructs more representative samples

than those of AutoBias-Naïve, therefore, it creates bottom-

clauses and consequently generalized clauses that covermore

positive examples than the ones created by AutoBias-Naïve.

AutoBias-Stratified also constructs bottom-clauses and gen-

eralized clauses that cover more positive examples than the

ones covered by the clauses of AutoBias-Naïve. However, it

is less efficient than AutoBias-Random over all datasets due

to the overhead of its backtracking.

Hence, AutoBias-Random is able to improve the running

time of learning over sufficiently large database. Using this

approach, the running of AutoBias is equal to or less than

the ones of Castor with manual tuning. AutoBias-Stratified

may be more efficient than AutoBias-Naïve if the underlying

dataset is sufficiently large and the target relation is complex

enough. Both methods have low variance over all datasets

but UWCSE, which is due its small size.

7 RELATEDWORK
Recently, there has been a growing interest in developing

relational learning algorithms that scale to large databases

in both the database and machine learning communities

[10, 24, 33, 39, 40]. The structure learning methods, such as

the ones used to learn the structure of MLNs, use relational

learning methods to learn the structure of their rules and

templates [36]. These systems usually use algorithms such



as the ones used in Aleph to learn the structure of their

rules[34, 36]. They may use the accuracy of the learned rules

delivered by the relational learning algorithm as a weight

for their rules for their probabilistic logical model. There

are, however, other methods to assign weights to the learned

rules in frameworks, such as MLNs. For example, as they aim

at learning all reliable rules, their structure learning methods

may compute the weight of a rule using the weights of other

rules to create a consistent model [12].

There has been interest in reducing the user input in rela-

tional learning systems. The work in [25] is similar to ours,

where the goal is to induce predicate and mode definitions

from data. Their algorithm assigns the same type to two at-

tributes if there is an overlap of at least one element. This may

result in an under-restricted search space because it may as-

sign the same type to multiple attributes. To generate mode

definitions, their algorithm uses functional dependencies

(FD) in a relation that involves all attributes in the relation.

Then, it generates a mode definition for each FD, where it

forces the attributes in the left-hand side of the FD to be

existing variables. This may result in an over-restricted hy-

pothesis space, as in some cases, it may be useful to consider

attributes in the right-hand side attributes as input variables.

Moreover, it does not leverage sampling techniques to im-

prove the efficiency and effectiveness of learning over large

databases.

It is well-established that one of the important challenges

of using a learning system is to set its hyper-parameters

[13]. In particular, there has been some attempts to make the

specification of language bias easier for the experts. Some

researchers provide the domain expert with a graphical rep-

resentation of the underlying schema of the data, akin to an

entity-relationship diagram, so she can specify the mode and

predicate definitions more easily [13]. Another approach is to

ask the expert to provide some examples and advise in form

of logical theories [38]. The system then constructs mode

definitions from these logical statements. All of these sys-

tems require heavy experts’ intervention. Our goal, however,

is to eliminate experts’ involvement in specifying language

bias by leveraging the database constraints and patterns in

the data.

These algorithmsmust restrict the hypothesis space through

declarative bias or use a relatively restricted data model. For

instance, QuickFOIL [40] provides an in-RDBMS implemen-

tation of a modified version of FOIL. FOIL takes as input

syntactic bias expressing the same information as predicate

and mode definitions. AMIE+ [10] learns rules efficiently

from RDF-style knowledge bases. As AutoBias, AMIE+ forces

at least one variable in an atom to be an existing variable.

However, RDF-style knowledge bases contain only binary

relations, a more restricted data model than the one used in

general relational learning as far as mode definitions are con-

cerned. Our system extends this line of research by making

relational learning both scalable and usable for the end-user.

Sampling has been extensively studied in the context

of non-relational learning, e.g., stochastic gradient decent,

[4, 14, 19, 26]. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge,

efficient and effective sampling techniques have been largely

unexplored for relational learning systems beyond naïve

sampling [27, 30]. Jensen et al. have pointed out the biases

associated with selecting features over relational data by

over-reliance on strongly connected relations [15].

8 CONCLUSION
We have proposed AutoBias, a system that automatically

induces the language bias used by relational learning algo-

rithms. Our empirical studies indicate that AutoBias delivers

a comparable learning effectiveness to the systems where

the language bias is specified by experts.
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